Creating a Chrome Bookmark for Easy Access to the Image Viewing Solution (IVS)

1) In Google Chrome start the IVS Chrome Bookmark by dropping down the three Dot Menu

2) Second step is to select “Bookmarks” from the dropdown menu

3) Third step is to select “Bookmark Manager” from the second Drop-Down Menu

4) Fourth step is too Drop-Down the second three Dot Menu

5) Fifth step is to select the “Add new bookmark from the Drop-Down Menu

6, 7, 8) Sixth, seventh and eighth steps are to name the bookmark, add the IVS URL and Save

9) Bookmark is available each time Chrome is opened
Creating an Edge Favorite for Easy Access to the Image Viewing Solution (IVS)

1) In Microsoft Edge start the IVS Edge Favorite by dropping down the three Dot Menu

2) Second step is to select “Favorites” from the dropdown menu

3) Third step is to select the three-dot menu from the Favorites Drop-Down Menu

4) Fourth step is too select “Manage favorites” from the three Dot Menu

5) Fifth step is to select “Add favorite” from the top of the favorites bar

6, 7, 8) Sixth, seventh and eighth steps are to name the favorite, add the IVS URL and Save

9) Favorite is available each time Edge is opened